
UTA eCharge® Charging Tariff

Public charging in Germany

UTA unified tariff

Charging session - AC (€/kWh) 0,50

Charging session - DC (€/kWh) 0,65

Charging session - HPO / High-Price Operator (€/kWh)
Current High-Price Operator (DC): IONITY, Mer

0,75

Blocking fee (€/min):Blocking fee (€/min):
AC: ≥ 210 minutesAC: ≥ 210 minutes
DC: ≥ 60 minutesDC: ≥ 60 minutes

0,08

Public charging outside Germany

Session price Operator tariff (as displayed in the ChargePoint app)
plus UTA Service Fee

Invoicing of charges
The duration of the charging process is calculated based on the time the vehicle is connected to the charging station and the 
time the connection is disconnected. It is the basis for the blocking fee, which is intended to serve the fair use of charging 
infrastructure. 

Billing by operator rate may include varying charges based on, for example, kWh, per minute or part thereof, per charge, or a 
combination of rate components. Please refer to your ChargePoint mobile app for the operator tariff for the respective station 
before starting the charging process. 

Charging stations offering free charging are also free for UTA customers. 

Unless otherwise stated, all services purchased shall be invoiced in euros plus the statutory value-added tax and on the basis of the General 
Terms and Conditions of UNION TANK Eckstein GmbH & Co. KG.
The reference value of the percentage service surcharges is transacted turnover plus legal value added tax. The calculation of time-dependent 
services is carried out to the minute and is shown accordingly in decimal form on the invoice.  

As of: 15.01.2024. All prices and VAT subject to change. Mistakes reserved..

The use of all other services in connection with your UTA eCard is governed by the separate tariff list for your contract. Your UTA eCard is 
subject to the tariff list valid for your contractual relationship, which can be viewed in the UTA Service Center. UTA Service Fee can be found in 
the service surcharge list. Otherwise, agreed conditions apply. 

UNION TANK Eckstein GmbH & Co. KG
Heinrich-Eckstein-Str. 1 
63801 Kleinostheim - Germany
uta.com/echarge-en

https://web.uta.com/en/-22r/general-terms-and-conditions
https://web.uta.com/en/-22r/general-terms-and-conditions

